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Board to decide if Macfeat stays open
By LYNN REICHERT
TJ news editor
The Board of Trustees is expected to decide at its April 22
meeting whether or not to close
83-year-old Macfeat Nursery.
"It is my assumption that the
board will take its action in
April," Provost Glenn Thomas
said.
Parents of children accepted
for fall at Macfeat were sent
letters saying any acceptances
are pending on whether the
training school remains open In
the fall, Louise Hassenplug,
director of Macfeat,said.
In 1979, the issue of closing
the nursery and Withers kindergarten was brought before
the board to review motions to
shut down the two schools.
Public hearings were held at
the college for people to voice
their opinions on the possible
closings. After the study was
presented, the board voted unanimously to keep the college's
training schools open for at
least three years.
"During this time period, a
thorough e.aluation of the laboratory schools should be made
and a recommendation concerning the advisibility of their continuance presented to the Board
of Trustees," the board staled.
Thomas said last week he is
providing information for the
board.
"I put together a report for
them," Thomas said. "I will not
be recommending anything to
the board."
Thomas has been studying
archives material on the nursery
and kindergarten since last fall.

"1 wanted to be as aware of
everything as I could prior to
the tfme of making a report to
the board," he said.
Some things the board wanted Thomas to study were:
—any increase in internships
in the area school districts;
-efforts by faculty members
to take all possible advantages to
ail possible field work with
public schools;
—continued demonstration
thai schools are constantly used
as laboratories by thtse for
whom they are most appropriate.
The Senate passed a resolution Wednesday stating ;ts support for Macfeat. The resolution,
submitted by Rebecca Watson
and Geoffrey Wilcox, said, 'that
the
Student
Government
Association, through the student Senate, maintains its firm
support for this valuable teaching experience by supporting the
continuation of Macfeat Nursery , r '
Winthrop President Charles B.
Vail said at the SGA Forum
Wednesday night that a decision
on Macfeat and Withers will be
the board's decision. Vail said
the board has not asked for his
advice on the matter, nor has
he gven any advice.
"I only work for them. I
don't dictate what they do."
Vail said he feels sure board
members know how
studentss feel about the school
closing.. He said the college
will do what the board suggests
it does.
"My impression is that the
board will be making its decision on what it feels are the res-

ponses to. the requirements. I
don't know what criteria the
board is using. I haven't sat in
on their meetings. They haven't
invited me to," Vail said.
Macfeat Nursery and Withers
kindergarten are used as laboratories for students.
"Macfeat is a lab for the
college student to observe and
participate
with
children,"
Hassenplug said. "It's a lab with
a course. It's what students call
a 'hands-on' experience with

children under supervision with dary to serving Winthrop stua well-qualified staff."
dents.
Besides Family and Child
"We have to have the children
Development majors, other for the program," he said.
schools also use Macfeat for lab "But the program is not for the
work, Hassenplug said Psychol- children."
ogy, music, education and
Covington said student* in
special education majors use the Macfeat are responsible for
school for several courses. Six supervising the children on the
FCD courses use the lab consis- playground. They organize
tently each semester,she said.
activities for the children and
Dr. Neil Covington, professor work with the children on a
of FCD, said the service to
(Continued on page 12)
children in the nursery is secon-

Macfeat Nursery doesn't look the same without the children and students working and playing In
the back yard. (TJ photo by Tammie Utaey)

Battle of the Classes makes its return
By MARYANNE GROBUSKY
TJ news reporter

has gone out of its way in order rently serving on the committee
to accommodate us." Originally,- organizing and running the
the Dinkins' sponsored Spring event.
A new tradition may be Fling began at 1 p j n . but comThe twenty-four member
underway at Winthrop as the piled to start an houi later in committee is composed of
Battle of the Classes makes its order for the Battle of the Class- college faculty and staff, class
return May 1.
es to be held. The games are be- officers and various class memPreceding the annual Spring ing sponsored by the Alumni bers. Dr. Bert Bobb, associate
Fling, the Battle of the Classes Association.
dean of education, is serving as
will be ax. hour of fun and comThe Battle of the Classes was the committee's faculty advisor.
petitive events designed to pro- held several years ago, Curran Planning for the event began
mote school and class spirit.
said. But she did not know the before Christmas.
"I am so excited and really reason it was phased out. Howoverwhelmed at all the enthu- ever, it was brought back under
Hie events planned for class
siasm everyone has shown for the direction of Curran and competition include a chariot
the event," said Martie Curran, Connie Lee, vice president of race, 3-legged race, a mile run,
director of Alumni Affairs.
development.
"through-the-tire" relay, frisbee
The battle is scheduled for 1
In addition to promoting toss, dizzy-bat, one-mile tela/,
p.m. across the lake from the class and school spirit, Curran keg-throw, an obstacle course,
Shack and will last until 2 p j n . also said 'Classes was revitali- and egg toss. However, Curran
The Spring Fling will begin at zed "to utilize class officers." predicts the most popular event
that time and last until 6 p j n .
Curran complained class offices by far will be the tug-of-war "be"We really appreciate how did not get the duties they de- cause it will be held over a
muqh Oinkins Student Union strved, so class officers are cur- .ditch full of mud!"

Publicity has already begun
for the event. Curtan said flyers
and posters will be displayed
throughout the campus and all
committee members may be
seen wearing t-shirts advertising
Battle of the Classes.
Curran welcomes anyone who
would like to get involved with
scheduling the event.
"We're especially asking
faculty and staff members to
participate as officials." Faculty
and staff msy sign up by contacting Curran at 2145.
Students who would Hke to
participate in Battle of the
Classes may do so by calling
their class representatives. Seniors contact Joe Anthony at
3503, juniors David Silla at
3509, sophomores Mary Thomas
at 3728, and freshmen may contact A1 Josephs at 4443.
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INewsbriefs
Correction on scholarship
The press release dated March 18, 1982, concerning a
new scholarship to Winthrop College endowed fay Fred K.
Werts in memory of his wife, Ruby Wpp Werts, mistakenly
stated the scholarship was in the name of his wife. The
correct name of the endowed scholarship is the Fred K.
and Ruby Hipp Werts Scholarship. Please accept our sincere apologies for this error.

Job searching seminar
Before you can i»et a job, you have to find a job opening.
A seminar based on this premise will be held at Knthrop
College on Wednesday mornings from March ?.i to April
14.
"Job Searching Skills" is geared for unemployed individuals who want to return to the work force as well as
for persons wanting to make a career change. An effective
technique in locating jobs will be presented in the seminar,
which is part of the Career Development Series offered by
the Joynes Center for Continuing Education at Winthrop.
Various commonly used job searching approaches will
f
be examined. Use of career library resources, informational
interviewing and employer researching are a few of the job
searching skills to be presented in the seminar.
A personal assessment procedure will also be tfiscussed.
A person looking for a job must clarify what he or she is
looking for in order to be successful in the job search,
according to the seminar's leader, Mary B. Rhodes, career
counselor in Placement and Career Planning Office at
Winthrop.
The seminar will be held on Wednesdays from 9 to 11
a.m. in Room 122-A in the Thurmond Building on the
Winthrop campus. Co6t for the seminar is $15. To register, call 2196.

Workshop offered for getting a job
"Effective Communications for Getting and Keeping
the Job" is being offered by the Office of Placement and
Career Planning for all interested students.
The two-hour workshop, using films, class discussion
and how-to's, covers the importance of non-verbal communication, speaking skill, public relations, writing and
listening.
The workshop will be held today and next Monday
from 24 pjn. and Wednesday and March 14 from 1Q-12
noon,in Room 122-A, Thurmond.

Interviews for CSC majors ;
Metropolitan life' Insurance Company 'Etectrenlic
Installations Center, Greenville, SiC:, will be on-caVhpuS to
interview majors" in computer science for Programmer
Trainees today.
All students who have completed a placement file with
the Office of Placement and Career Planning are eligible to
sign-up for the interview in room 119, Thurmond.

Passover meals
The Wesley Foundation will have a Passover Sedar
Meal today at 6 pjn.
Frances Underwood and Gerry Shapiro will lead the
Sedar.
Interested students, contact the Wesley Foundation
at 327-5640 or 3664925.' Advance tickets reservations
will be necessary.

Interviews for teachers
Clover School District, Clover, S.C., will be on campus
to interview students for teachers ih all areas of education on Tuesday.
"
All students who have completed0 a placement file with
the Office of Placement and Career Planning are eligible to
sign-up for U e interview in room 119, Iburmond.

Saprano recital
Soprano Kay Turner, 22, a senior music major at Winthrop College, will present a recital April 6 at S pjn. in the
Recital Hall at Winthrop. She is the daughter of Edward
and Kay Turner of 13 Gary Aw. in Tayion.
The program will Include works by Scarlatti, Torelfi,
Legrena, Strauss, Brahms, Puccini, Mflhaud, Komgold
and Rachmanloff.
Turner is a member of PK Kappa Fta honor sadeiy
t i d is on the Dean's List at Winthrop College.
Hie recital is in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for a bachelor's degus> in mudc at the college. Thaw U no
charge for the recital, which is open to the pubic.

Students must file for
serdor audits to graduate
By MA LINDA COOPER
TJ news reporter
A student must file for a
degree audit when 70 ere (St
hours have been earned in
order to graduate. The student
gets the audit back before his
last semester at rchool.
The degree autfit is a legal
contract that states what courses the student must complete
to graduate.
"If the student does what is
stated on the audit they can
graduate, unless the student
changes majors or catalogues,"
Jane Long, director of Records
and Registration,said.

After a student files for a
degree audit, it takes about two
months for the audit to come
back. Gaye Brown and Karen
Dickson examine each student's
records in the office of Records
and Registration.
A copy of the student's records is sent to the auditor in
each school to be audited. The
audit is then sent back to the'
office of Records and Registration to be verified.
"We hammer out any cSfferences that show up on the two
audits," said Long.
Degree audits go strictly by
the catalogue that the student
chases to graduate under. Only

one audit per student is done.
The student will receive a
notice in the mail to rome by
Office of Records and Registration when the sucfit is finished to sign the aufit.
"After the student files for
an audit if the student doesn't
bear from us in two months
the student should get in touch
with us. Also, it is not good for a
student to wait until the last
minute to file for an aucfit because, if the student needs
something to graduate, the student may not be able to get It,"
said Long.
Forms to apply can be picked
up in Academic Records.

Exhibition in Rutledge
whose works are found in a first time Winthrop has been
number of collections through- chosen t o be tbe site of the state
out the country. His lecture exhibition.
will be held in Room 114 of
The exhibition will be in the
the Rutledge Building on the
Winthrop campus at 7:30 pjn. Main and Intimate Galleries in
the Rutledge Building from
tonight.
Thuisday to May 6. Gallery
hours are from 9 a m . to 4:30
Since its establishment in pjn. Monday through Friday
1967, the State Art Collection and from 2 to 5 p j n . on Simhas grown to more than 170
The purpose of the exhibi- pieces. Tbe collection is <fivi- day.
tion is to stimulate further de- ded into smaller exnibitions
velopment of the visual arts in that are toured throughout the
The juror's lecture, gallery
South Carolina and to provide state by the South Carolina opening and exhibit will be open
an opportunity for the State Museum Commission. This is the to the public at no charge.
Art Collection Acquisitions
Committee to make purchases
N o w O p e n For Lunch!
for the State Art Collection.

A formal opening of the
South Carolina Art Collection
Annual Exhibition will be held
at the Winthrop (College Rutledge Art Building on Thiusday. Prior to the opening,
Joseph McCollough, juror for
the exhibition, will present a
lecture, "Appearances of Nature," tonight.

All media may be displayed
in the exhibit, including painting, drawing, graphics, mixed
media, sculpture, crafts, photography and documentation of.
conceptual and performance
pieces. Artists . whose ; works
appear in the exhibit were invited after slides they submitted were pre-screened liy
the juror.

Not a lost art

McCollough, juror for 1982,
is president of the Cleveland
Institute of Art in Cleveland,
Ohio, and is a practicing painter who exhibits nationally and

Applications
being taken
Applications are being taken
for a limited number of lecturing and research awards for the
1982-83 aademic year.
Applicants must be United
States citizens at the time of
the application. Applicants must
have college or university teaching experience for a lecturing
scholarship and a PhD. or
equivalent professional standing
for a research scholarship.
Interested persons can write
the Council for International
Exchange of Scholars, 11
Dupont Circle, Washington,
D.C., 20036 for application
materials.
Information is also available'
in the Office of Graduate Affairs, 101 HHman. Applications
will be accepted until a position
is filled.

at Domino's Pizza our dough
is never frozen or pfe-formed,
bul prepared fresh by highly
skilled pizza professionals Pizza
is the only thing we make al
Dom.nos Pizza It enables us to
concentrate fully on making it
the best available

4 free cups
of Coke!
* l r « cups of Coke
with ony pizza.
O " * coupon p*r PUJO.
Enpirsi April 16. 1983
11.M
ralriMiMimy

324-7666
760 Cherry fid
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Newsbriefs
Magician to perform

ATS is featuring Magician Michael Ammar on Tuesday,
at 9 p j n . Ammar will be doing a teaser in the cafeteria
that evening at 5:30. Admission is bee with WCID.

Interviews by Ricbway

Richway, Atlanta, Georgia, will be on campus to interview students on Wednesday.
All students who have completed a placement file with
the Office of Placement and Career Planning are eligible to
sign-up for the interview in room 119, Thurmond.

Summer camp interviews
Camp Yonahlossee will be on campus to interview students for summer counselor on Wednesday, Ajiril 7.
Camp Yonahlosse is a private girls can,o for age? 7-17 in
Boone, N.C.
The interview is open to all students and they may signup in room 119, Thurmond.

Singer to perform at ATS
ATS is featuring anger, songwriter Mark Deaton. Deston
performs at college campuses all over the South. He wili be
performing Wednesday and Thursday at 9 p j n . There is no
cover charge.

DSU shows double feature
Dinkins Student Union will show a double feature
movie Wednesday and Thursday at 9:15 p j n . in Tillman
Auditorium. The feature movies are Easter Parade and
Funny Girl. Both movies will be shown each night. The
co6t is $1 with WCID and $1.50 for guest.

Nominations for faculty awards
Nominations for the Excellence in Teaching Awards will

be taten through April 9.

The awards, sponsored by the Honor Society of Phi
Kappa Phi, will be presented April 27 at a reception in
honor of the recipients.
Faculty for the awards are nominated by students. The
final decision will be made by a student committee of Phi
Xappa Phi, with one student representing each of the five
schools.
Ballots are available in all classroom buildings, Dinkins,
and the cafeteria. They should be placed in the ballot box
located in Dinkins or can be returned by campus mail to
Marianne Ale wine, in care of Dr. Mickey Taylor, department of Physical Education, Iteabody.
••.•-?*>>?

Hang-gliding trip,planned
The Outing Club will be going hang gliding at Kitty
Hawk, North Carolina. They will leave Fridav and will
hang glide on Saturday. The only cost is kite rental, whidi
includes lessons. The first 12 who sign up can go. Epicure
will provide the food. Students can sign up at one of the
outing dub meeting:, held every Wednesday at 5:30.

Richardson announces elections
The Richardson Hall Council has announced that elections will be held to select Coundl officers for next year.
The offices are president, vice-president, treasurer, and
secretary.
- Registration for Richardson residents wishing to apply
for an office is open until Friday in Room 103. Hie election vHll be April 12 from 6-9 pjn.in Richardson lobby.

Honor and awards dinner
The Honors and Awards Dinner will be held on Tuesday, April 13, at 6 p j n . in McBryde. This occasion is held
annually to •ecognize and honor those students on the
President's I.ist and the Dean's List for the past two semesters, as well as those students receiving scholarships and
awards. Invitations will be issued to students eligible to
attend. In addition, a limited number of guest tickets will
be available for sale in the Cashier's Office, 22 Tillman,
prior to the event. Ticket cost is $4.50.
Eligibility Requirements for the President's List:
Each undergraduate student who completes a minimum
of 12 semester hours of courses taken on a regular grade
basis and earns a grade point ratio of 4.00 will be efiglhle
for the President's list for that semester.

Public safety program
By TERRISWAILS
TJ news reporter
Winthrop College offidals are
conducting a "comprehensive
campus public safety program"
that was set up last September,
according to Public Safety Director Bob Williams.
The program started with a
"comprehensive self inspection
program for bidlcfin^ and fire
;>r&vention."
The program also involves
lighting new parts of campus.
The Alumni parking area, the
parking area behind the tennis
courts, the parking area behind
MargbTt Nance, and the employee and open parking area
behind the receiving station have
already been improved, said
Williams.
Hie program calls for the
"disposal of toxic and carcinogenic waste" and the "replacement of out-dated fire extinguishers throughout the cam-

pus," according to Williams.
Fire
extinguishers
are
pressure-checked twice a year
and hydrostatically tested every
five years. Hydrostatic testing
means water filled extinguishers
are pumped up under 300
pounds of pressure to ensure
safe cans, said Williams.
The new safety p:ograrri calls
for the disposal of outdated
"Itemicais in the science department. Williams also [dans to
work with the chemistry department to try to control the inventory and purchasing of
chemicals.
One transformer containing
PCB - Polychlorinated Biphenyb-has been removed and
another one is waiting to be removed from campus, said Williams. Winthrop has about 40
transformers that contain PCB,
-which is carcinogenic. The transformers are inspected quarterly
by the electric department. If
the transformer begins to leak, it

is removed from campus, according to Williams.
Hie program indudes sdence
laboratory inspection, and safety
in the departments of electrical,
carpentry, plumbing, and receiving at the Physical Plant,
Williams said.
Dean Cessans sends iru,pection forms to resident directors
and assistants of the dormitories. Complaints are reported to
Public Safety and Physical Plant,
and problems are corrected.
Department heads are atso issued
insj^ctlon forms to be filled
out, according to Williams.
The dty fire inspector will be
checking the campus in May and
the state fire inspector will
check it in August. All the
buildings on cafopus will be
thoroughly examiucd and a report sent to President Vail about
each building inspection. Hie
college will work out the problems, Williams said.

April is awareness month
April has been designated as
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Awareness Month by the South Carolina Legislature. Several state
and local events are planned in
^conjunction with this focus on
the personal and family problems caused by alcohol or drug
abuse, i n d u i n g an alcohol
abuse awareness media campaign
with emphasis on women and
youth; a panel discussion on alcohol problems April 20 at the
York County Human Services
Assodatlon meeting; "Family
Fest *82 - Celebrating The
Richness r>f Families", a daylong rerreationa.' and 'earning
experien.* for everyone, scheduled for April 24 id C8H5«M
Coliseum in Columbia aid featuring John and McKenj ie Phillips; and "Family Powe': The

1 I

Ounce of Prevention for the
80's," a workshop featuring
noted psychologist and speaker
Dr. Steve Glenn set for May 1
at the Rock Hill Law Center
auditorium. All these events are

*

open to the public free of
charge. For further information,
contact the York County Coundl on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
(YCCADA) at 327-3118.

•the.
students
paper

81-82 catalogs needed
The Office of Placement and
Career Planning is asking students t a donate any extra college or university ciUIogs (1981-

82) to the Ca^tilibrary.
Donations can be dropped off
in 119. Thurmond.

JIM'S

527 N. CHERRY *

BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT
APRIL 5th I 6th

CASH PRIZES
$1.00 ENTRY FEE

Double Elimination

EgfcibUity Requirements for the Pern's l i s t :
Each undergraduate student who completes a minimum
of 12 semester h c u s of souses
a
gr«<ie
basis and earns • grade point ratio of at least 3.50 will be
eBgble for the Dean's List for that semester.
f 3 k ' ^

eJlTorHils
Hiding the facts

Frankly, wo are tired of Winthrop College officials
holding back information bom the student newspaper.
Very frequently, they sit on facts about happenings
that are important to students. By the time officials release
the information, usually of a negative nature, it is too late
for students to have any bearing on decisions that directly
affect them.
Information is also released off the record. This means
TJ cannot print the facts for students to read. And sometimes the facts are just withheld-not released at all.
What are we talking about? We are talking about a
Winthrop Security officer getting shot 011 campus. The
first time a TJ writer questioned two Security officers
about the incident, they laughed and said they did not
know an officer had been shot. Who would believe that?
Later, Lt. Pat Kirkpatrick confirmed to a different
TJ writer that an officer had been shot. She added that It
happened in March and that students were charged in
connection with the incident. Then. Sgt. Fred McSwain
had the gall to ask the TJ writer where she got her information from.
We're also talking about Provost Glenn Thomas refusing
to comment on the record in January about what programs
at Winthrop might be cut due to lack of funds. He finally
told TJ late in February what he had a good idea of in
January-that the honors program, graduate programs,
MacFeat Nursery and Withers Kindergarten may be phased
out. We heard just after Spring Break that freshmen cannot
enroll in honors courses. Students had every bit of two
weeks to react.
We wonder if students see the pattern yet. Let us furnish
some more examples.
Jane Long, <firector of records andregistration,repeatedly refused in February to release information about a
possible new registration system at Winthrop. One hour
before TJ's last deadline before Spring Break, Vice Provost
Slap Tuttle called an emergency meeting of the President's
Liaison Committee to let members know students would
register a new way in April.
Karen Brown, gins' head basketball coach, refused to
talk about her involvement in the Pam Parsons' incident.
She had no twAflJfrtalkirig to an EVENING HERALD writer
about the situation. Wa;would venture to guess that her
position at Winthrop would make her comments more
important to students than to residents 0/ Rock HiH.
Apparently, she (fid not think so.
Hush-up: are taking place. Mac feat Nursery and Withers
Kindergarten programs couid be dropped if board members
decide so in their April meeting. Graduate programs could
also go if the deans of Winthrop'sfiveschools decide so.
All of this has happened, happens, and will happen with
as little publicity as Winthrop officials can get by with.
When students disagree with the decisions of Winthrop
officials, a monkey wrench is thrown into the system. We
do not think this is reason enough fcft Winthrop officials to
hold information back from TJ.
Our guidelines say, "Editors are expected to act without
prior restraint in the same way that editors do with professional publications."
When incidents happen on Winthrop's campus, decisions
are in the making, or changes are about to occur, students
have the right to know. Winthrop's formal channel to
inform students is THE JOHNSONIAN. When college
officials delay the releasing of information, release information off the record or do not comment at all on matters,
they are hampering the press.
TJ tries to print all the good things that happen at Winthrop and all the bad. All we want is information so we can
meet our goal of completely informing students. Is that
asking too much?
Tim Hartis

A big mess ai Richardson

By JOHN B. GANNON
TJ feature editor
Eariy every Monday morning,
if one wants to know what kind
of weekend Winthrop had, he
need only survey the grounds
outside Richardson Hall. From
the looks of the area, there are
some heavy goings-on going on.
Originally I had planned to
present this in a "The Way It Is"
cartoon some weeks ago, but
every time I began to script the
cartoon, I'd see something new
that I found necessary to add to
the scenery. It got to the point
that I had more to draw than I
had room to draw it in. It was at
that point that I decided to
write a large editorial rather than
murder my drawing hand trying
to meet a deadline.
When I began my study for
the proposed cartoon, I picked
one select area outside the
Richardson building and for a
week I observed just what ended
up on the ground. For someone
who is not easily surprised, I
was surprised at a few items.
Aside from the customary rumpled paper, torn confetti, spitballs and milk crates, I discovered one pair of girl's briefs (that
was late one Saturday night;
they were gone the next morning), a spent condom, a spent
Tampon, thirty empty beer cans
(Bud Light must be very popular

around here), one shattered
vine bottle, and half a fiwdollar-bill. That's a lot to draw
in one little square. So I trie's to
eliminate a few excessive deads,
but then it didnt look right.
Another layout board bit C*e
dust.
One Monday night as I labored over the third version of tias
same cartoon, I chanced to look
out my window and I thought I
saw a brick pass my window.
Sure enough it was a brick (and
it's still there, behind a bush). 1
didn't want to stick my head
out there, not knowing what
else to expect. And with this
new addition to my drawing
board, I had a four-hour taking
job ahead of me.
Then Spring Break arrived.
For a week it was actually
clean outside, and even after we
returned to face the second
half of the semester it remained
clean. I discarded my unfinished
clutter drawing, thinking there
were more important subjects
facing the wrath of my penal
and pen.
Late one night I returned to
my room from a movie. From
where I was beside Sims I had
the entire Richardson builcfing
In view. From out of nowhere
appeared a falling object. These
'wasn't a lot left of it after it
hit the ground. But then 1 saw
arms and a torso in one of

Ami ondg- rrsre nights ago
tast' I K x.SBUN storm of confetti aU! caetssa* the builcfing,
right ir Jam tbr Winthrop Day.
fiy aeor. Gas s a » you've
miBwH rfaatl. rtw. are a whoie
tot ntff MUM at trash thrown
ant oT:t» sinaows. Not a whole
,int,3i0*9«E..whm you look at
it fBOBidijytCcd^r. But if you
messmE site aeKmnt of garbage
ttat.isrriniBKi.owran extended Beaec at Sri*, von get an
'..A' nMmtegaragte. af tbe several
shiitec t i n t sitt in Ricnardson.
J icntw i m . lEcot of the gays in
Bitiuaua a e good apples, but
t i n * Mm rmtea ones have a
tenancy tto nan the whale
Ms M Unii; note, I wish to
dealof gratitude
to 3fce dWBiiag women of
Hicaanwa who put up with all
tte.sx^ttona®iouf the course
iff t t e VIBE. IE n o t f o r their

tnetlzw sSBm Msrch 27, Winitanp B p coted. very easily
i&m.-jMSvK sanw.

Lazy, crazy spring
By CORNELL POSTON
TJ contributing editor. '

your college career, then 3
suggest developing attitudes and
habits that will make college
I remember how I spent the life easier, more productive, and
spring semester of my frechman less expensive.
year. It was back in 1979.
Gasoline was about thirty cents
less per gallon than it is now.
Carter was in office.
By the middle of the semester, I had dropped most of the
classes I had started with. My
schedule v/as very slack. I didn't
attend many of the classes I did
have. My daily schedule consisted of sleeping late., playing
out at the Shack, pulling pranks,
playing cards, and partying all
night long. Being lazy and unconstructive didn't cause me
any problems then, but they are
causing problems now. Those
happy-go-lucky attitudes and
actions I had that semester helped put me a semester behind in
graduating. Therefore, I am no-.y
faced to finish in summer
school, plunging neariy a thousand dollars extra into my total
school bill.
In addition, my GPR has
suffered. Although it is at a
respectable level, it could have
-been a few tenths higher if I
had applied myself more back
then.
In conclusion, I'm not giving
a lecture on time-management
for your spring semester. But if
rou. are deciding to complete

ammmlmj aunmm;

N c t a g a n f t c is ftee. I had a
gmxi izac -EEG? much of nokHmg liiiivg thas: spring semester.
Hiwan.. ESK paying to it
way-
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Join the classes battle

By DAVID SILLA
TJ contributing editor

like most students at Winthrop, I don't identify myself
with any particular class as
students tend to do at other
schools. Rather, I simply view
the student body as a whole,not
four groups defined by their
year of study. This is an unusual
trait for a college and now
there's a group of students,
faculty, and administrator determined to help make you
aware of your class and who's
in it while providng an afternoon of fun and competition.
Aptly called "Battle Of Hie
Classes", it's the creation of
Martie Curran, cfirector of
Alumni Relations. Along with a
hand chosen committee of students to represent their respective classes, selected faculty
and administrators, Ms. Curran "
has been able to develop plans
for the first annual "battle."
There will be 13 different
competitions,. some
rather
strenuous like the mile run and
obstacle course, and some for
which fitness is not necessary

race.
tive to join the ranks of .he <
petitors. For those not indmed
to compete at sB, It will be pas
sible to help out by asasfinj
officials to conduct events and
manage equipment. All of it win
take place immeifiately before
Spring Fling so no one *ali
have an excuse for not competing, assisting, or cheeziRg 02
their dassmates.

Should Winthrop close Macfeat?
e a & s a i Use idea befiawng it to
be
bggjnnirtg of a great
sasfliicB at Winthrop,
to with amtidpa6? saafients for years to
the beginning is
sew- ate Sat annual "battle"
3esg«e£s£&.

By TAMM1E UTSEY
TJ photographer

rue my

"No,
because education
majors need it foi their observa
tions, and it is so convenient
having it on campus."
A l i c i a Wilson
junior

"Yes, if it is costing WinIthrop too much money to keep
lit open, I think it should be
I closed."

TJ letter policy
TJ welcomes letters to the
editor on any topic related to
Winthrop College.
All letters to the editor mutt
be signed by the author. We will
omit the author's name upon
requeat.
Letters should be typed, If
possible, double spaced, on 66inch space Hne.
Letters should be submitted
to Box 6800 or brought to
TJ office In the Good Biiliing.
Letters must be received by 4
pjn. Tuesday to appear in the
following week1* Issue.

A1 Joseph
freshman

1 1
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"No, )(I dont think they
should; close.wMstfifeat because
it has A special purpose and it is
more benefidal."
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"I don't think they should
I close Macfeat because it is a
I good setnp for the education
[majors."

Tammie Utsay
SBtcra E c k v d
o*rid S<Ue

Typists

Office Hours: Tues
Thurs

linda Nance
junior

—

"My personal opinion is that
the student teachers will be
able to receive more 'real world'
training In the atmosphere of the
public system."
Veriayne Humphries
Staff assistant in the
School of Business
Administration
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U.S. tries to clamp down on visiting professors
(CPS)—On a February day at
the University of Michigan's Engineering and Transportation
Library, Head librarian Maurita
Holland happened to notice two
men in overcoats surveying the
area. Soon enough, the two men
pulled her aside, identified themselves as FBI agents, and asked
about the reading habits of one
of the library's regular patrons:
visiting Soviet Prof. Vladimir
Maiyshko.
Holland refused to tell, citing
library policy.
At about the same time, the
U.S. Department of State was
informing Stanford Chaplain
Phil Wiehe it wouldn't lei.
Soviet arms control exj. 'rt Yuri
Kaprolov visit the cam, us hecause a "reciprocity agreement"
with the USSR had recently
collapsed.
The incidents are among the
most recent in a series that has
brought American scholars into
a (firect confrontation with the
Reagan administration over
once-routine exchanges of academicians with communist countries.
The government, pursuing a
hard foreign policy line against
the Soviet Union, is trying to
apply the same import -export
restrictions on the
of
knowledge between nations as it
applies to products like automobiles, technology and weaponry.
In the process, it has had the
FBI increase its surveillance of
foreign scholars and students on
American campuses.

Educators on the other hand,
are getting angrier and angrier
about what they see as a dangerous inhibition not only of academic exchange, but free speech.
"It's unfortunate that in a
land where we value freedom of
speech, we're beingjjihibited by
the State' Department from free
and open discussion," Stanford's
Wiehe laments.
"I used to cooperate (with
government guidelines for foreign visitors)," adds Michigan
aerospace
engineer
Charles
Kauffman, who has hosted many
Soviet scholars, "but now I
don't cooperate."
"I'm very angry at what our
government is doing," he explains. "The Reagan administration is paranoid, and the FBI has
damn near become a Gestapo.
There's a very real problem
here."
The "problem," in feet, is
nationwide. Since the start of
the 1981-82 school year:
-The State Department tried
to restrict the freedom of Russian robotoics expert Nickolai
Umncv's visit to Stanford, Wisconsin, Ohio State and Aubum
this spring.
-The State Department tried
to keep Soviet organic chemist
Mikhail Gololobov from seeing
certain idnds of nutrition research while visiting Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
-The University of Minnesota
rejected government efforts to
limit the access of a Chinese
foreign exchange student on

campus to certain academic
areas.
-After discovering FBI attempts to investigate Polish professors visiting Iowa State University, ISU found the FBI was
keeping an eye on foreign students, blacks and feminists at 15
different Iowa campuses.
"We occasionally do find it
necessary to maintain surveillance" of visiting scholars and
foreign exchange students, says
FBI spokesman Wiley Thompson.
The decision to watch them
"depends on a number of circumstances," Thompson points
out, adding he can't elaborate
on what those circumstances
might be.
The State Department maintains it is placing essentially the
same restrictions it always has
on foreigners on American campuses.
"In terms of the export/
import control act," says a department spokesman, "the transfer of technology by oral or
visual means is covered." The
more vigorous use of the act to
control knowledge exchanges
stems from a "more heightened
awareness" of technology as a
weapon.
The National Academy of
Sciences (NAS), which sponsors
many trips by American and
Russian academicians to each
others' countries, agrees the
State Department is using the
"same guidelines that have been
used for years," according to

NAS spokeswoman Barbara Jorgenson.
The difference, she says, is
that the government is becoming harsher in applying the restrictions, and expecting the universities themselves to enforce
them.
Academic
freedom, the
educators agree, must be abso
lute. "The backdrop of restricting someone's access to learning doesn't fit in the university's framework," says John
Heise, (firector of the International Center at Michigan.
The State Department contends colleges are blowing the
problem out of proportion, especially the Umnov tour.
For every Umnov case, the
department spokesman says,
"there're probably 70 or 80
cases approved, and life goes on.
With Umnov, the universities
elected to go to the mat with
the government."
The universities have won
most of the wrestling matches
so far. "The FBI has backed
off" in demanding to see what
foreigners are reading at Michigan, Heise reports.
Iowa State President W. Robert Parks and Minnesota President C. Peter McGrath both refused to cooperate with the
government's etiorts 10 restrict
foreigners there.
Stanford President Donald
Kennedy Is refusal to enforce
restrictions on robotics expert
Umnov has put the Russian's
spring tour on hold for the

moment.
Besides tending to their re.
search, the visitors mostly "want
to know whether Calvin Kleins
or Levis are going to be In' next
year." Prof. Bernard Roth saya.

Douglas Studio
Tatler Photographer
1953-1979
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos
10% discount -WC ID
Call for appointment
Phone 327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

CINEMA
Now Through Thursday:
"Private Lessons" R
Starts Fri.:
"Robin Hood"

Now Playing:
Chuck Norris in
"Silent Rage"
R
Students $2 with WCID

THE WORLD FAMOUS ANHEUSER-BUSCH CLYDESDALES WELL BE APPEARING
SATURDAY, APR. 10,1982 AT OCEAN DRIVE PAVHAAON, NORTH MYRTLE
BEACH, S.C. 11.-00 AM to 5:00 PM. Also appearing will be the Anheuser-Busch
"Six Pack in The Sky" Skydiving Team. The people at Budweiser hope you have
KING Of 8 F P R S ® ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC • S I LOUIS

a Happy and Safe Easter Holiday

PG
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Bookstore has seen changes
By TF.RRI DIETRICH
TJ news reporter
The expansion of the departments in the Winthrop bookstore has given students a wide
variety of materials.
Winthrop College sold the
store to the United College
Bookstores last July. Winthrop
still receives a percentage of the
sales profits, which are invested
for the school's behalf. Assistant Manager Ateaka Wiley
would not release the percentage.
Expanding the clothes department, the snack and health
foods, art' supplies, and the
magazine
department
were
among the major changes.
"The clothing department for
a school of 6,000 was very
meager," John Marcus, manager
of the College Store, said.
"Magazine materials weren't carried at all last year. We've also
tried to add items that students
would like to keep in their
rooms, such as the Pepperldge
Farm
products.
Cigarettes:
weren't carried either."
Marcus thinks the new system of buying textbooks is
quicker than the one used previously.
"Students dont have to muddle around the textbooks for a
half hour. This way they are
servicpd more quickly."
"Even though there are still
Dnes, I feel our new system is
more efficient and easier for

students coming in and searching for their own books," Wiley
said. "It also makes it easier for
the other students to shop."
Students are welcome to
browse around in the textbook
section during the semester,
Marcus said. But not during the
first of each semester.
"The prices have gone up
slightly since last year, but
they've risen like everything
else. Price Increases reflected in
the store arent isolated to
Winthrop alone."
Another change that the
bookstore has experienced is an
expansion of hours. The store is
opened from 8:30-7 pjn. Monday through Thursday and
uail 5 pjn. on Fridays.
The bookstore has not
stopped here with their new
ideas in the planning for next
semester.
"Right now we're working
on expanding the ladies' makeup department and installing a
10% discount on the sale of
trade books, which will be In
effect by the summer session
Wiley said.
The bookstore Is now planning a sidewalk sale for April
16 and 17, 10:303:30 pjn.
The sale will be set up on
the comer of Oakland Ave.
and Myrtle Dr. Clothing will
be marked up to 50% off;
dead books will be sold for 29c
lb. Stationery and g-eeting cards
will also be reduced. Many
other miscellaneous itoms will

be available.
"The responses about our
changes have generally been
very good. You're always going
to get some negative feedback,
but I think most of the students
are happy with our changes,"
WUey said.
This is not the only college
owned by the United Bookstores. However, Winthrop is the
only one in South Carolina.
"The company- has enjoyed
having this store. They seem
to be happy with the way things
are going."
The school store welcomes
new ideas and any suggestions.
"We're willing to check out any
items that students request for
us to sell, although some we are
not able to carry," Wiley said.

Trip planned
to Colorado
The Outing Club is planning
a week-long snow skiinf trf j v
Vail, Colorado for next January. The cost, which includes
everything, is $500. Reservations
need to be made by the end of
this semester. Contact Dr. Dille
for details, at 2111.

Male or Feaiale to share
fcssss sad es?essss. Swiasfeg
pool available. Call

after 6pm 548-0782.
Fort Mil! SC 29715

BEATY WHOLESALE, INC.

College

Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.

• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.

Uteeyf

i h 6 b o o k s t o r e s chan

'

®es

has been l n

expanded clothes department. (TJ photo by Tammie

The
Hot
Line
Domino's Pizza is your 30 minute
connection to a hot delicious pizza
Free delivery in 30 minutes or less.
Callus!

324-7666

760 Cherry Rd.

A Representative from The National Center tor Paralegal
Training's Lawyer's Assistant Program will be 01 campus
on Wednesday, Apr. 21, from 9:00 a.m. -11:30 n.m. at the
Placement Office to meet Interested students. For more
information contact the Placement Office or The National
for Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtrej Road, NE,
Suite 430, Atlante, Georgia 30326, (404)) f266-1060.

Please send me information about a career as a lawyer's
assistant.
Name

Address.
City

.State.

-Zip

Phone

College

I
I

Yr.Grad.
1912
• SPRING DAY
Feb.8-May7

• SUMMER DAY
June 10-Sept. 7

• SPRING EVE
Mar. 16 - Sept. 18

• FALL DAY
Sc?t. 16-Dee. 21

• FALL EVE
Oct. 19-May 7

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060

R

Features
Colombian student has identity here
By JOHN B. GANNON
TJ feature editor
"I wasn't happy with my
lifestyle in Columbia," says

Alvero Onate, a Colombianbom-and-raised business major
here at Winthrop.
Onate is the youngest sibling of four boys and one girl,

but is the only member of his
family in the United States.
His move to America was
not, however, due to a scholarship. "When I was in high
school," he says in remarkably
clear English, "four of my
friends and I decided to go to
the United States." Needless to
say, when his father learned of
this decision he was not overly
thrilled, but Onate was undaunted.
He had to work to get money
to pay for the trip to the United
States. Also, he wrote to one
hundred universities in this
country hoping for a soccer
scholarship to pay his expenses.
(In Colombia, he explains,
school is all work and no play,
including no sports.) He was
unable to enter Brigham Young
University two yeais ago because he did noi understand
English.

He was not content, however,
After acquiring his business
with living in Ohio, so he wrote degree, "I v/ar.t to go to gradto Winthrop College inquiring uate school to get my M.A., and
about a soccer scholarship. He learn French and Fortugese."
came to Winthrop last year dur- He would also like to get a big
ing Easter and demonstrated job here or perhaps open a
his soccer abilities. Coach James business back in Colombia.
Casada observed his skills and
Onate would also Bke to
said he could give Onate a travel west to Colorado, Calischolarship.
fornia, and Hawaii, then visit
some European countries Bke
As to why he came to this France, Italy,and Greece.
country, ' 1 didn't picture myHe is learning about other
self going to school in Colom- countries from his suitemates as
bia. It's hard to get into school well. Kiyo Lchikawa and Yan
(there). And if you get there, Kosaka are from Japan and
you have to study." But he also John Garvilla is from the northwanted to be active in sports, eastern United States. Despite
an option not available in Col- their cultural differences, he
ombia.
says that living with them isn't
He had no identity of his too difficult.
He has a lady friend back
own back home, either. "There,
I am Alvero, my father's son. home, Jjouisa Montagne,but has
Here, I'm working, making my no girlfriends here. "I'm 19,
own money," and he's happier, 5*9", 150 pounds and I'm available!" he laughs happily.
too.

New club on campus involves many
By LEANNE SKIPPER
TJ feature reporter

Birds of a feather flock together. These guys found a way to get a
bird's eye view as Winthrop defeated Clemson in a recent baseball
game. (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey)

Catchy clothes on campus
By BETH ALLEN
TJ feature reporter
Spring is In the air. As one
walks across campus this season
not only will he find blooming
flowers, fresh grass, buds on the
trees, people sunning themselves
or tossing a softball, but a fresh
new look and individuaBty is displayed in the clothes worn by
Winthrop College students.
Although most Winthrop students seem to Seel that the
good old blue jeans, sweat
shirt, and tennis shoes are by
far the most popular and most
commonly worn, there still
seems to be a few prevalent
changes in the styles and type of
dothes students are wearing.
The latest changes seem to be
the cute nautical outfits, usually
In some color combination of
red, white and blue. Stripes
and floral patterned blouses,
skirts and dresses are selling like
cnry

The fashion magazines seem
to be telling us that flat shoes,
short hair, and mini skirts are
back, but according to most
Winthrop giris the mini skirt is
out and out to stay!
One Winthrop student, Kent
McCarter, says that he has
nr dced that bandanas, sweats,
and blue jeans are the most commonly wom ciothes at Winthrop. "People at Winthrop on
the whole definitely dress casually and comfortably."
Beth Bohnslar, also a Winthrop student, feels that blue
jeans are it! "People range from
preppy to punk in their choice
of dress. I've seen a lot of
nautical wear in the stores u
well as on campus. Sweat suits
are still wom all over campus,
and more people are wearing
skirts and dresses now that the
weather is warming up."
(Continued on page 9)

The American Marketing
Association is a new club on
campus involving many students interested in business, marketing or sales.
Judy Beau pari ant. Public Relations Chairman of the American Marketing Association,mentioned some of the activities the
club has participated in and
some of the events coming up on
the club's -alendar. In a combination membership drive and
mixer, students were invited out
to the Shack for enjoyment end
relaxation and to learn more
about the American Marketing
Association. Some of the monthly speakers at the AMA meetings
have included such businessmen
as the director of public relations from Springs Mills, Inc.,
and a representative from FoxMorris, a national personnel service.
Some of the events coming
up for the American Marketing
Association are a trip to Chicago, Illinois, on April 1 for a
national convention on marketing. The dub is also planning a

Career Day for the fall semester
of '82.
Working with the Office of
Placement and Career Planning
and the School of Business, the
dub is planning to have representatives from several large
businesses around the area come
to Winthrop to meet the students and explain their companies and the employment
possibilities they might be able
to offer Winthrop graduates.
The AMA is also putting together the 1982-1983 male pinup calendar featuring the twelve
best-looking males on campus as
voted on by the student body.
Miss Beaupariant also stressed
that although the dub is a relatively new organization on campus, it is trying to sstabBsh relationships with other dubs of
its type on other campuses. She
said the dub lias sister organizations at the University of South
Carolina-Columbia
and
at
UNC-C, and is sponsoring a mixer for them out at the Shack
sometime this week. All three
organizations attended a statewide marketing conference
earlier in the year.
She says of the AMA, "It's

"Origin of the Shack"
A mistake was printed last
week in THE JOHNSONIAN
feature -wtide: "Origin of
the Shack." The artide stated
that the building was once
a residence.
According to Bill Culp,
Director of the Physical Plant,
the Shack was constructed in
the early 1930% by the WPA
for Winthrop College as a recreation center for Winthrop's
women. It has never been a
residence.

The idea that the girls needed
an outlet for their extra energy
first occurred to President
Johnson back around the year
1925, when a spoon, tied with
ribbons in the senior class colors,
was found dangBng from the
campus water tower, according
to Culp.
Mr. Culp provided the background and photographs for
last week's artide.
"I)re'w MaiUn"""""

applying what you leam in the
classroom in the business world.
That Is one of the major functions of AMA."
Miss Beaupariant also says
that any students interested in
marketing are eUgible for membership In the dub and that
those Interested should see Dr.
John Robbins, advisor.

$1.00
$1.00 off any 12" small
pizza ordered between
4:30pm and 7:00pm.
One coupon per pizza
Expires; April 15th

324-7666
760 Cherry Rd.

Limited delivery area
Drivers carry under$10.00
©1882 Domino's Pitu. Ine
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Counseling: not a crazy idea
By MARYANNE GROBUSKY
TJ news reporter
Do you ever notice that it's
always the little things in life
that csr. =ffcct you =2 »fcig,yet
unsuspecting way? Consider
this: Itt the night before a
big test that you worried about
alt week long but waited until
now to study for. Frustrated at
your procrastination, you automatically grab for a cigarette
(the same ones you have been
trying to quit) and puff away
worrying which questions will be
asked Snuffing out the cigarette. you grudgingly settle down
with your notes and begin to
study when before you know it,
you worried yourself so much
that you have just chewed all
your fingernails down to the
quick (the same ones you so
painstakingly tried to grow).
Sound familiar? Chances are
then you could use some counseling.
Counseling!? Yes, contrary to
popular beDef, counseling can
reap wonderful benefits to tho6e
who suffer from normal, every-

day problems such as the one
given in the above illustration.
Dr. Bill Wells, director of the
Wlnthrop
Counseling
Center
at(KM «V*
M
°
agrees^ ^Counseling is for people

m i v u a r a u O t u i m piOuKtia
anu
aare
m just
nief trying »»
>.• .life,
..
to -adeal1 with

or who simply have a concern
for something such as stopping
smoking, for example: people
know it's an unhealthy habit."
However, simple as it may
seem, many still regard the
fact that counseling is reserved
only for emotionally disturbed
people with deep-rooted problems. "Counseling is too good
to be E mi ted to those types of
people, let's not limit it and the
benefits it offers," insists Wells.
Perhaps one reason for Counseling's current limitation is that it
is often confused with psychotherapy. By common definition,
psychotherapy assists those who
have deep, internal problems
such as a fear of being alone or
the impression of being watched
by someone.
Counseling, on the other
hand, serves as a plateau for
shore-term problems plus a

What's Cooking
Monday
Lunch- Filet OTlsh Sandwich
Old-Fashioned Beef Pot Pie
Dinner- Chinese Pepper Steak
Veal Scalloplni
Shrimp Eggroll
Tuesday
Lunch- Hot Turkey Sandwich
Spanish Macaroni
Dinner- Hamburger Steak with Grilled Onions
Steamed Com Beef and Cabbage
Baked Stuffed Peppers
Wednesday
Limch- Pizza
Tuna Noodle Casserole
Dinner- Baked Ham
Chinese Pepper Steak
Eggplant Parmesan

screening area for possible psychotherapy patients. Adds Wells,
"Ninety percent of the population
not x«?4uiic
require udeep,
UUH udo
u Iiuu
r c p , psyys>ychiatric help because most prob-

Ieim lack
.

B

.f

hssk-

ground, we really like to see
those people whose problems
are still in the small stages."
Benefits abound in multitude from counseling, but there
are two very important ones:
first, counseling can clarify one's
problem. "For all you know,
you could be dealing with a
friend's drinking problem and
not realize it," remarks Welb.
Second, counseling helps teach
the patient methods of solving
the problem. "We don't have
answers, but we do help to
grow and develop."
Through counseling, the only
way one can grow and develop
is to make a behavior change
within oneself. "Making a behavior change is one of the most
difficult thing! to do in fife,"
warns Wells, "but people who do

change their behavior are at an
advantage because they see their
problem and want to do something
u u u g about
a u u u t it." nAccording
w u i u i u u to
w
Wells, there are two types of

anxiety in some way." Wells
fists the most prevalent: problems among students as acaramic
pproblems,
rooiems, S
t u d y 3Kli£S
demic
study
skills,f
depression, Ume-ma.na<ament,

covert. Overt change involves external change such as wanting
to adjust oveniating habits.
Covert change, flie more difficult of the two, is internal,
such as changing sslf-o pinion.
Wells said counselirg helps a person see how to change and to
judge themselves. "We don't
judge people becaust they feel
they lack something within,
instead, we help ttem io fill
it."
From his experiences at Winthrop. Wells sees students vulnerable to many positions ofstress. "Students certainly face
stressful problems when they go
to college. For example, leaving
home for the first time, living
with a roommate, relationship
problems, doing laundry for the
first time: these all produce

lems, sex, stress, pregnancy and
worry.

KtthovJr*rol
.
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n u o r t _anrJ
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All in all, many people still
fear counseling because that
fear, as Wells explains, Is unknown. "People do not know
nor understand how their emotions work, they are afraid
they might be crazy when most
are not."
Dr. Wells adds that the
Winthrop Counseling Center is
open tc all who want to take
advantage of it. The center's
hours are 8:30-5:00 Monday
through Friday plus twentyfcur-hour-on-call duty. Concludes
Wells, "We're here to teach
living skills, how to five, get
along with others and to get
along with yourself."

Catchy clothes appearing on campus
(Continued from page 8)
Russell Gaddy, a Winthrop
senior, feels that the majority of
people dress casually but also
feels that there is quite a bit of
preppiness. "The latest changes I
have seen this spring are rnihi
skirts."
Karen Peacock adds, "Blue
jeans are by far the most popular clothes among Winthrop
students. However, this spring I
have noticed a lot of Bermuda
shorts, walking pants, and knickers." .
On the whole one would expect that the way in which
students dress or choose to
present themselves would reflect a great cfcal about the campus itself. The fact that most

students seem to feel that the
casual blue jeans and tennis
shoes look is it says something
about Winthrop in general.
People perhaps worry more
about their classes, daily responsibilities and obligations
rather than concerning themselves with a perfect, flawless,
dressy look.
The fact that many and most
students are somewhat active
either athletically or intellectually proves that they require
a dress which is casual, easy to
move about in, and quick to get
in and out of. Blue jeans and
tennis shoes seem to meet these
requirements.
During the day one may see a
wide variety of dress ftom jeans
to dressy dresses; however, the
majority of Winthrop students
who enjoy the night fife afeo
seem to enjoy dressing up a bit.
The girts tend to look neater,

their makeup is heavier, and the
hair is curlier, all reflecting that
sometime aid effort was put
into their appearance. Thh is
also true with the guys. Most
guys are seen wearing nice pants
and dress shirts.
According to Winthrop student Sarah Grimshaw, "People
get away with wearing high
fashion dresses at night orde-..
signer jeans, Levis, or tennis
shoes, it really depends on where
you go to party."
Today there seems to be a
greater acceptance and acknowledgement to caange and Individuality in the area of fashion.
People seem to look for and
admire someone who has the
ability to wear something a fittle
different, rather than conforming to a set style or uniform.
On the whole, Winthrop students seem to show a strong
interest in fashion and style.

Thursday
Lunch- Hoagies
Turkey Chow Mein with Chinese Noodles
Dinner- HAWAHAN LUAU
Friday
Lunch- Grilled Cheese and French Fries
Beef and Noodle Casserole
Dinner- Lasagna
Grilled Liver and Onions

mm*

Saturday
Lunch- Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Spanish Rice
Dinner- Roast Breast of Turkey with Dressing
Deep-Fried Cod
Sunday
Lunch- Fried Chicken
Shrimp Creole
Dinner- Old-Fashioned Beef Pot Pie
Bar-B-Que Sandwich
Epicure reserves the right to make last-minute changes in
its menu.

mm
Jan Bollinger wears a one-piece drew, something a little dressy. G i n Qfeoo sports nn.vfa.hw
different: an outfit reminiscent of Rome of old. Tim Muffia presents the really -—»•«» look-T-shirt
jeans, and sneakers. (TJ photos by Tammle Utsey)
('J *jBtj in
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[sports
We've come a long
way in a skort time
A few eyebrows rose after the 7-6 victory we had
against Clemson.
At the time, the Tigers were 23-3, ranked fifth in the
country, and were most likely expecting another victory
on March 28.
In the top of the ninth, the Eagles held a 7-2 lead over
the visiting Tigers. Winthrop ended up holding on to a
7-6 margin and shocked the NCAA opponents.
Last year South Carolina barely escaped Rock Hill with
a victory by a narrow margin, but in 1980 the Gamecocks
weren't so lucky. In a low scoring game Winthrop pulled
out a 2-1 victory.
Furman (NCAA) squeaked out a win over Winthrop in
men's basketball team,earlier this year, 58-53.
Our soccer team in the past has given some NCAA
foes all they can handle, and have lost some close matches.
You can't argue with success! Our schedule has not
been packed with contests against NCAA schools, but the
few times we have faced the larger universities we have
been very successful.
That says a lot for our athletic teams and our entire
Athletic Department. We've come a long way in a short
time.
The discussion still goes on about Winthrop turning
NCAA. But one thing that can't be argued about is the
success we've had against these larger schools.
Carolina and Clemson have been convinced that we're
good enough, and after we decide to make a transition a
lot more high school athletes will consider Winthrop.
Even if the administration decides not to turn NCAA,
it^ nice knowing you're good enough!
J. D. Stanley

Eagle Scoreboard
Baseball
Date

Opponent

Time

April 5
6
7
9
10

at University of South Carolii.a
Coasta! Carolina
at Voorhees
at UNC-Charlotte
Benedict College

7:30
3:00
3:00
7:00
2:00

April 5
12
17

Erskine College
Furman University
Easter Nazarene

3:00
3:00
2:00

April 7
8
9

Men's Tennis
Davidson
Francis Marion
Erskine

2:30
2:00
2:00

Softball

Women's Tennis
April 5
at Anderson
6
Georgia Southern 8 ' at Presbyterian **

"*"•

Winthrop
teis&mtmimitmmainuasua

2:00
3:00
2:00

V"
-ItPitching ace leads softballers
Many people know her as a
charming person. Others know
her by her face. But to most
people at Winthrop College, she
is known as the Eagles' see
softball pitcher. Her name is
Darriyn Alexander.
A native of Totawa Boro,
N.J., Alexander was partly responsible for the Lady Eagles'
rise to the upper echelons of
state softball. She compiled a
phenomenal record of 22-5 last
year as a freshman as Winthrop
placed second in the state playotts. Alexander and her teammates are hoping this season can
be a little more successful in the
way of post«eason play.
"We would like to go to the
nationals this year," remarked
the personable Alexander. "It
will be tough because there are a
lot of good teams in the state
like Frances Marion, but if we
play up to our capabilities, I
think we will be able to go real
far. Of course, we first have to
get through the state and regional tournaments if we are to
go to the nationals. We need to
take one game at a time."
Alexander thinks there are
' some vital keys to getting to
the national playoffs. "I think
last year we were a very young
team and our lack of experience
might have shown, but we've
had a year of growing up and I
feel our extra year of learning
will be very advantageous in
realizing our goals," Alexander
explained.
There is also another key to
this season as far as the physical
education major is concemedthat being freshman pitchers
Paige Nichols and Lynn Bouknight. "We only had one pitcher
last year and it took a lot out
of the team, but with Paige and
Lynn, I will get some rest in
between games and we will have
fresh pitchers."
Nichols, who is a native of
Beverly, Mass., has made quite
a splash on the scene this year as
she has thrown a perfect game
and owns a won Joss record of
4-1. Some may think there may
be a few animosities between
Nichols aid Alexander, but not
according to them.

"I welcome Paige,"exclai.aed
Alexander. "She takes a load
off me. We are real good friends
and we don't care what each
others records are as long as the
team is winning and we are contributing our share."
"At first, when I got out on
the field this year, I was scared
to death being a freshman, but
Darriyn has helped me. I've
learned a great deal from her
because she is one of the best
pitchers I have ever seen. There
are no hard feeling; at all. I am
glad she is here," concurred
Nichols,
Even though Alexander had a
very good ledger last spring,
coach Elaine Mozingo expects
better things from her this
year. "She has gotten so much
better since last se&son," said
Mozingo, who also guides the
Eagles' volleyball team. "She
worked hard over the summer
and you can see the progress
from last spring to this spring.
She has more confidence and
control and this will make her a

more effective performer."
After the success Alexander
experienced ss a freshman, one
may believe she could be satisfied with doing the same things,
but Alexander has different
ideas. "I would like a lot more
strikeouts than last year, maybe
double the amount. Also, I
would like to win 80 percent of
the games that I pitch in, and
hopefully pitch a no hitter or a
perfect game,"she said.
"What I really want to do,
though, is help the team as much
as I can. This year we are a
very close-knit group and I think
that will help in our reaching
the goals we've decided on. We
are a team and not individuals
and anything that I can do to
help will be fine with me,"
she continued.
The 1981 season brought
much success to the Winthrop
softball squad, but with people
like Darriyn Alexander, one is
led to believe that 1982 may
hold a lot in store for her and
her teammates.

Football helps avoid hike
(CPS)—Over 76,000 Pennsyl- says JohnE. Worthen, president
vania students have narrowly of Indiana University of Pennmissed becoming the next vic- sylvania, one of the state schools
tims of mid-yea; tuition in- affected by the decision.
creases, thanks to a lawsuit filed
"But the (state) secretary of
by the Commonwealth Associa- education has already made it
tion of Students, a "technical- clear that there will be tuition
ity" in the tuition approval pro- increases for fall, 1982. How
cess, some free football tickets, much it will be hasn't been deand a last-minute budget in- cided, but there will undoubtcrease awarded by the state ably be an increase."
legislature. _
Rescinding this year's hike
Students at state schools in means the schools will have $5.7
Oregon, Minnesota, Wisconsin, million less to work with, but
California and Wisconsin, among most of that sum will be made
others, have recently been hit up by the budget increase.
Colleges in some 19 states
with mid-year tuition or fee
hikes. Uatil last year, educators have had to cut back on way or
another
because legislatures have
traditionally increased charges
their
budgets
from
only at the beginning of the cut
previously set levels. More state
academic year.
systems
aie
expected
to
try
to
In January, tie Pennsylvania
board of education voted to hike compensate for those losses by
tuition for the spring semester laying off faculty and staff,
by $75 to help pay for faculty limiting enrolment, and increasing tuition ana fees either now
salary increases.
But the Commonwealth or next fall.
Pennsylvania schoc!: voided
Association of Students (CAS),
the statewide student coalition, that fate, at least for the moment,
through a well-organized
sued the board, claiming the
hike would violate its original protest campaign orchestrated
"contract" with the students to by CAS and an intensive lobbyprovide an education for $625 a ing effort.
While reluctant to take credit
semester for this year.
CAS also claimed the Penn- for the budget increase, Penn
State
University lobbyist Frank
sylvania State Colleges and Universities Board of Directors E. Fomi does note he spent
didn't have a quorum present some $22,000-the second highest amount spent by all lobbywhen it approved the increase.
A state court temporarily ists in the state last year-woostalled the increase until the ing lawmakers.
Most of the money was in the
merits of CAS' suit could be
heard. But last week, even be- form of football weekends at
Penn
State's main campus,
fore lawyers could argue the
case, the state legislature award- where legislators got to attend
the
game
and afterwards relax
ed the colleges a six percent
budget increase, and the board over dinner.
"We use whatever is available
6f education rescinded the tuito get them here," Fomi ssys.
tion increase.
Once
there, "they have a much
"The $75 Increase has been
withdrawn for spring, 1982," better idea of what we're doing."
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Eagles baseball humbles Clemson, 7*6
By LENNIE PHILYAW
TJ sports reporter
The
baseball team
skidded somewhat during the
week beginning Tuesday, March
4HL
J E 'ffljfr f f f l B f ' '
i 23 but concluded the week by
taking two games, one an imI
port ant victory over Clemson.
On Tuesday, March 23 Wmthrop traveled to Newberry
J§ i
where the Eagles lost their third
game of the season (54). In the
top of the 10th inning Joe
iiHyHlH5^Pilil
Gober led off with a home tun
tc give the Eagles a 3-2 fead.TJut
Newberry answered with two
^
r
u
n
s
of their own in their L\alf
of the
inning to take the win.
Wlnthrop pitcher Mike Elliot
" 'fir'
| i observed the lo6s.
Two days after the NewW W i p M | p M J i l » WKE&fflmBlmmm;:
I B M M W M I berry lots, Wlnthrop traveled to
*
£l£ ' W £ w
Charleston ,to . play Morris
:
College. Hie Eagles had no probkm with Morris, beating them
13-3. Jamie Holt was the
iPl
Vyi-- w i n n i n g pitcher for Winthrop.
. After Morris, Winthrop con7
their road trip by playtotinued
81 Francis

'§$

ma^EgmBwKSm

'.

#28$
*
f ^ P B Eagles

8nd

? f n y P°oIe
in route to a 7-6 victory over Clemson.

~

W k OV€T t h e

situation

Frostic, the losing pitcher for
the Eagles, allowed six hits and
struck out seven. Eddie Eargie
led the Eagles in collecting three
hits in five ti£ bats.
Perhaps the biggest win cf the
season for-Winthrop was their
7-6 victory over Clemson. It was
the first win over the Tigers by
the Eagles in three attempts.
Clemson (234) at the time was
rated 5th in the NCAA rankings
and Winthrop was second in the
NAIA poll. Hie Eagles had a
7-2 lead going into the nlnili
inning but » » their lead shrink
when Frank Russ hit a threerun homer for the TSgeis. After
the home run Winthrop Coach
Horace Turbeville pulled Mike

Free
Delivery

Marion. Here the
their 4th game of

lost
the season losing 4-3 in nine
innings. Dave Wise's two-out
sia
^ e in the eighth scoiied Eddie
Eargle from third and tied the

scored* 1 lni^ta t ^ t o t t o i i f ™
th e n i l l t h
^
the win ^

Elliott for reliever Kenny
Chelaeky, who retired the next
two batters to earn the save.
Randy Gregory started for Winthrop and got the win. The righthander from Hamilton, Ohio,
gave up two runs in six hits.
Leading the Eagle bats were
David Wise, who collected two
hits in three at bats, and Robin
Rogers, who had two hits in
five at bats.
The Eagles will play powerful
South Carolina Monday, April 5
at Carolina, then will return
home to face Coastal Carolina
at 3:00 on Apdl 8. Winthrop
will then play Voorhees and
UNC-Chariotte away before returning home Saturday, April
10 to piay Benedict at 2:00.

'/

Sun.-Th.
6:30-10:30
Fri.&Sat.
5:30-8

by
THE OLIVE TREE PiZZA

HOT FROM THE OVEN324-5216
RIGHT TO YOUR DORM
Ham & Cheese Sandwich (Sm.)
Ham & Cheese Sandwich (LgJ
Steak Sandwich (Sm.)
Steak Sandwich (Lg.)
Spaghetti & Meat
Eggplant Parmegiana
Lasagna
Please bring the coupon

Reg.
WCID
S2 SO
2-25
350
3.15
2.79
2.40
3.75
3.35
3.25
2.75
4.50
3.75
< 4SC
3.75
EXPIRES APRIL 15

FREE BEER

I GST A Swell Or Large Pit char Of
J BEER FREI Wbei Yot Bey A Medi.. Or J
Uargt Pizze With Oat Or Mtrt TopptagK

KSy ^rw

Ripportera

^

u p on

d

'«>» « y p - t <*«•». (TJ

Softball is probably not wfeat you think
When most people think of
softball, they usually picture the
type of softball that is seen at
church league play. According to
Wlnthrop College coach Elaine
Mozingo, there is quite a difference between slow-pitch aid
fast-pitch softball.
In slow-pitch softball, tfc* ball
b huttted into the air with a
Ugh arc and then begina its descent towards the batter. The
batter swing? and attempts to hit
it. In fast-pitch, the idea is the
same as to as hitting it goes,
but the pitch is coming in at
from 60-to-76-miles-

per-hour, depending on the
ability of the pitcher. Fartpitch has recently become visibte within the last few years.
"Fast-pitch
is becoming
more popular," say* Mozingo,
who is amidst her third season
at Wlnthrop. "The rules are
basically the same as in basebaliy6u can steal a base-whereas
you c « t do that in slowpitch. You also have to be an
excellent athlete if you are
going to play the game, it's just
Bfct buebail."
H*
biggest
dfference
between fast-pitch softball and

baseball is that the fast-pitch
pitcher throws the ball underhand, while in baseball the
pitcher usually throws it overhanded. The feet that the ball is
thrown under-hand is a main
reason for lees Injuries to a pitcher.
Throwing the ball underhand is a more natural motion
of the a m , " says Mozingo,
whose dub Is currently 144.
"There is less incident of injury
in fast-pitch softball than bateball."

LOOK OUT If

FOR NEXT WEEK'S SPECIAL

Postf«g agaat waited to
rspreseat anojor •agaziaas sad
ofiwr stadeat orbited prodwfs.
Mlffc coaisiisicss mrt
flnlfcb bears.
College Products
P.O. Box 58-Bay Station
Brooklyn, New York
1123b
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Hearing date not set
Security Lt. Pat Kirkpatrick
confirmed Thursday that a hearing will be held for student suspects charged in connection with
a pellet shooting last month.
A reliable source confirmed
that Public Safety Officer Ted
Wilkinson, Jr., was shot with
a pellet while on campus.
The hearing will determine if
the students should be tried in
York County General Sessions
Court. The hearing will be held

soon, Kirkpatrick said, but she
did not know the date.
She refused to release further
information about .the shooting.
"I'm sorry but we are still
unable to dlgcuss anything.
Nothing more has happened
since we last spoke. I will let
you know as soon as we are able
to release the information."
Security said that' releasing
further details before the hearing could subject Wmthrop to a

lawsuit if the students were
found innocent.
A student who will be attending the hearing said he would
rather not make any comments
on the incident.
"We are in the middle of reso'ving this thing so I'd rather
leave it that way and say nothing," he said.

Board to decide about Macfeat
(Continued from page 1)
one-to-one basis. They assist
with handling food and toiletries.
"They leam about children,
how children change over time,"
Covington said. "They leam
something about themselves
with children. They gain something from the experience."
Kassenplug said Macfeat gives
students experience and knowledge for advanced courses.
"They work with things there
(in advanced courses) which we
feel they couldn't do without
the experience here," she said.
"The participation is a must
to move ahead," she said.
In community nurseries, the
directors do not have the observation time or supervisory time,
Covington said.
"I suppose that in the future
there could be a community
possibility," he said.
"Ordinarily, a community
center would have primarily one

purpose: to serve children. And
to take on the possibility of
supervising students would, I
think, be secondary," Covington
said.
He sad he did not know how
Macfeat compared with other
labs. "But we've out back on
students' help. There are needs
that haven't been met. But
we've tried to live within the
limitations of a smaller budget."

development have a specific
assignment with the children "
he said.
Students working in the kin
dergarten
develop
learning
material for the children. They
video-tape other students working with the children as well as
themselves, Rex said. This gives
students feedback on their work.
The public kindergarten sites
are there if the kindergarten
should be closed, Rex said.
"The college and school of
Dr. James Rex, dean of the education would have to arrange
school of education, said the it so that the experience would
kindergarten is used rijht now be as valuable as here," he said.
for experience before student "It's possible it could be more
teaching. "It's always done be- valuable."
fore student teaching."
The ideal arrangement would
Early childhood develop- be for Winthrop students to get
ment, special education and ele- experience and public kindergarmentary education majors use • tens to benefit from the stuthe facility for lab work. Rex dents, he said.
said other majors used the kin"In some ways, it (Withers
dergarten but was not sure of kindergarten
lab work) is realisany specific areas.
tic and some ways it is not, if
"Approximately 20 students you're defining realistic as pubJody Brown, freshman from Landrum, asks a question at the
a semester from early childhood lic schools," he said.
forum last Wednesday night. (TJ photo by Tammie Utaey)

Killer mosquito charges 'hogwash'
COLLEGE
PARK, MD.
(CPS)—Calling charges by Soviet
intelligence "a bunch of hogwash," University of Maryland
officials are denying that the
University's research laboratory
in Pakistan was the site of biological warfare experiments for
the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA).
A recent issue of the Soviet
magazine "literary Gazette" reported the research lab was
breeding "killer mosquitoes" to

carry disease to the nearby
Soviet-bloc country of Afghanistan. The article charged the
CIA-funded experiment used
radiation and genetic engineering
to breed the insects, which
would then be used to spread
yellow fever and other diseases
among the Afghan population.
"It's just more Russian propaganda," says John Dennis, vice
chancellor of health affairs for
the university, "We do have a
medical research lab in Pakistan.

And sure we've done some
mosquito research, but strictly
for the purpose of malaria control."
Dennis says the lab uses radiation and genetic engineering
to breed sterile male mosquitoes,'
which are then released to mate
with females. Since the females
mate only once, according to
Dennis, the sterile males should
help in controlling the mosquito population in Pakistan.

Marijuana use falls, amphetamine rises
ANN ARBOR, MI (CPS)Despite growing flirtations with
amphetamines and methaqualones, the high school seniors of
1981 generally used illicit drugs
less frequently than their predecessors, accorcfing to a new report on drug use from the University of Michigan.
The report, co-sponsored by
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, found that a smaller percentage of the high school class
of 1981-this year's college freshmen-admitted to using marijuana, PCP, tranquilizers or nitrite inhalants than the class of
1980.
Lloyd Johnston, one of the
Michigan social psychologists
who administered the drug use
survey, noted that "daily mari-.
juana use has dropped by about
one-third since 1978, when we

found that 11 percent of the
seniors we questioned smoked it
daily."
Cocaine, heroin, LSD and
barbituate ust have remained
"fairly stable" since 1979, John-

Formaldehyde

ston adds.
About a third of the seniors
said they had used amphetamines, up from about 26 percent in the 1980 survey.

levels dangerous

(CPS)—Biology lab, according to the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, may be
hazardous to your health.
The commission, in a new
report, says formaldehyde levels
in 26 high school and college
biology labs it surveyed were
high enough "to cause adverse
health effects" on the students
and faculty members who work
in the labs.
"Students," the reports adds,
"because of their age and stage

of development, may be more
sensitive than the general population to the irritant, allergic
and sensitization effects, and
may be at a higher risk ot developing cancer from exposure
to formaldehyde."
The commission-says it will
now work with science teachers
and lab technicians to form
guidelines for keeping ventilation adequate and even lessening the amount of formaldehyde use to preserve lab specimens.

A batgiri for the Eagles retrieves a dropped bat at a recent ballgame. (TJ photo by Tim Hartis)

